Review – Wild Rose
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OK – 3

Ultimately uplifting, enjoyable film with great acting and
singing. Perfect for miserable winter evening.
Not an easy watch, but compelling. Vast improvement on the
last offering.
Really enjoyed this film, especially the music of which I am a
big fan. Although the plot was a bit predictable I thought the
acting was good and you can't beat a happy ending!
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I enjoyed the music but
found the plot a little
tedious, not helped by
the Scottish accents
which were
indecipherable at times.
A found it stressful -
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Subtitles in future
please for these
accents. If I had
understood the
dialogue, I might
have marked it
"Good". Is my
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Excellent performances by the leads. Jessie Buckley really
captures Rose Lynn’s strengths and weaknesses. You want
her to do well.
Brilliant! Life affirming.
I thought it was good....showed realism...but not quite the
ending that I expected. Quite a modern moral tale really.
A very enjoyable film. Thank you.
Very good.
Very good. Uplifting, yet poignant. Brilliant acting from the x3
leading ladies, and the children. Also the songs were great
and well-performed. Thank you, committee, for a good
choice.
Excellent choice – we were doubtful whether we would enjoy
a probably miserable film but we did – especially the lovely
voice of Rose. Great ending also.
Much better than I expected, and wonderfully
believable characters.
I really enjoyed this film. Well acted by all.
I thought it was rather sentimental for my taste, and I really
don't like country music, but the film was rescued by a fine
performance from Jessie Buckley, and therefore I rate it
good.
I'm not a country music fan but enjoyed it never the less.
Good story.
That girl can sing! A sad but realistic story although I think in
real life she would not have adapted so well on coming out of
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(??), I liked the music
somewhat, but found
the story annoying, and
too obvious. Julie
Walters perfect of
course.
I suppose I should give
it an 'ok' but I really
didn't like it! Not my
cup of tea!

problem with my
ears, the sound
system or the film?
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prison, or had it so easy, but it worked for the film. Julie
Walters was great as usual
Although a little formulaic, it was well acted especially by
Jessie Buckley and she sang all the songs.
Enjoyed the movie but made me cry! Could we have more
tissues available during similar films? And perhaps an area
where manly tears can be shed.
Good feel good film, if not great cinema. Notable for having
three excellent performances by three excellent actors
(actresses!) Hardly a speaking role for men.
We enjoyed the film, particularly the very fine acting of Rose
and her mother. A strong story line which at times touched
our hearts and made our feelings 'wobble'. Thank you for
showing this film.
A wild ‘Country’ child come back to ma & her kids. She done
good.
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